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Search Engine Optimization All-in-One For Dummies (For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance))For Dummies, 2012

	Since the late 1990s, Internet marketing has taken off as a dynamic marketing channel because of its accuracy and how easily you can track traffic. The Internet has come a long way in a short time: As it grew, finding the sites you were looking for with a directory became impossible. Search engines appeared as the way forward, offering a way...
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Solr in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Solr in Action is a comprehensive guide to implementing scalable search using Apache Solr. This clearly written book walks you through well-documented examples ranging from basic keyword searching to scaling a system for billions of documents and queries. It will give you a deep understanding of how...
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The SEO Battlefield: Winning Strategies for Search Marketing ProgramsO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Welcome to the battlefield. Every day, companies ranging from startups to enterprises fight to achieve high search rankings, knowing that previous success can quickly vanish. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how to put search engine optimization (SEO) methodology into practice, including the research, data analysis, and...
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Build a Profitable Online Business: The No-Nonsense Guide (Expert's Voice in E-Commerce)Apress, 2013

	Build a Profitable Online Business: The No Nonsense Guide is a highly condensed step-by-step guide on how to build and run profitable websites.


	Serial web entrepreneur Mikael Olsson gives you in a nutshell all the tools, tips, and savvy you’ll need to create and operate online businesses that will...
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Keyword Search in Databases (Synthesis Lectures on Data Management)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010
It has become highly desirable to provide flexible ways for users to query/search information by integrating database (DB) and information retrieval (IR) techniques in the same platform. On one hand, the sophisticated DB facilities provided by a database management system assist users to query well-structured information using a query language...
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Effective Databases for Text & Document ManagementIRM Press, 2003
The focus of this book is effective databases for text and document management inclusive of new and enhanced techniques, methods, theories and practices. The research contained in these chapters is of particular significance to researchers and practitioners alike because of the rapid pace at which the Internet and related technologies are changing...
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Monitoring with OpsviewPackt Publishing, 2013

	Once you've learnt Opsview monitoring, you can keep watch over your whole IT environment, whether physical, virtual, or private cloud. This book is the perfect introduction, featuring lots of screenshots and examples for fast learning.


	Overview

	
		Add plugins to Windows and Linux agents
	...
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VB and VBA in a Nutshell: The LanguagesO'Reilly, 1998
VB & VBA in a Nutshell: The Languages documents the latest version of the world's bestselling rapid application development environment. Paul Lomax's explanation of the language comes in two main parts.
 First, Lomax explains the structure and syntax of Visual Basic (VB) and Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) programs. He details...
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MongoDB Applied Design PatternsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Whether you’re building a social media site or an internal-use enterprise application, this hands-on guide shows you the connection between MongoDb and the business problems it’s designed to solve. You’ll learn how to apply MongoDb design patterns to several challenging domains, such as ecommerce, content...
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C++20 Quick Syntax Reference: A Pocket Guide to the Language, APIs, and LibraryApress, 2020

	
		This quick C++ 20 guide is a condensed code and syntax reference to the popular programming language, fully updated for C++20. It presents the essential C++20 code syntax in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.   

	
		This edition covers topics including designated initializers,...
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SQL for Microsoft Access (Wordware Applications Library)Wordware Publishing, 2005
To get the most out of a book, it is usually a good idea to discover
immediately what the authors plan to discuss in the book,
how they plan to present the material, and how much knowledge
of the subject the reader needs to have. So, to put things
in a nutshell, this is a book about basic SQL and how to build
SQL database...
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Hibernate Search by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2013

	Explore the Hibernate Search system and use its extraordinary search features in your own applications


	Overview

	
		Add search capability to your custom applications
	
		Integrate with the core Hibernate system, using traditional APIs or JPA
	
		Write search queries in no time that may...
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